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"Twenty Years After:
.The·Other
America .:·
by' JanicePavlic,LI' . THINK SOMETHING VERY impor-
• tanthappened in the 60s and
it's-still there," said .Michael
~~~~~Harrington. "As a result of the
New Left, of all the ferment in the colleges
in the 60s, in American culture, and
particularly ~-.in-'-Ainerican·· colleges and
universities, discussion of certain taboo
.topics was made legitimate."
"IntheSns.excepr inafew.elite schools,
you didn't talk about Karl Marx, (there
were) no' courses' on socialism, socialists.
You did not 'have people like me... I am
employed by the city and state of Ne'N
York,' at a city institution where I teach
courses in Marxism, among other things.
Igeneration is that campuses are a much
more open place,"
.' . The university. The romantic ideal
conjures images of new ideas, expanded
horizons, different worlds. Yet, as
That would' have been unthinkable in the
1950s," he claimed.
Harrington thinks that there "has been a
cultural shift," He said, "One of the, thus-
-far, enduring consequence.s of that
WhatIs
. ..' . ." .... '. .
Reagantlmics?
by.TeresaZrazik
~
EAGANOMlCS: CONTEriSAND
.' . Contending Perspectives'.' was
••• ... .• 'h"Ob;".' .'" speech.. ,on by
Dr. John Elliott on Tuesday,
April 19. In his talk, Dr, Elliott examined
several facets of Reagan's controversial
, econoinicprogram.· .
Elliott, Professor of.Economicsat the
University of Southern California (USC),'
opened his speech by saying,"Econoiitic _
. forecasting is not much better than weather
forecasting," and said . in order. to
understand .Reaganomics, . the program
must be examined from several perspec-
tives.
Elliott, who holds a masters degree in
Political Science and a Ph.D. in Economics
from Harvardvsald the 1970's were "bad
news'" with the rise in i!1flation,
unemployment; and decrease inpl'Oduetivi"
ty; These factors,combined with the more
"intermediate or medium'" influences of
,.·government expansion and.thetendency·of'
.'the United States to develop into more Qta.
welfare state. challenged any attempt made
. to -.stabilize American '-economy,.' Elliott·'
said.'. -. ..' ',;, " .
He also saidcertain "long~term" events .
over the last century, 'suC:has. the
'de~elopment· of the .Third 'World' wid the
.
Old Gnu
New Gnu
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Harrington explained, the students that
were educated during the 50s in less than
elite school systems were deprived of
controversial topics and were limited by
parochial curriculums.
To the .disdain of some and to' the
satisfaction of others, that has now
changed. At Boise State University.students
can take awealth of topics that they would
not have been exposed to prior to the 50s,
Over the years, professors.?" lecturers,
instructors, professionals and experts have
filled calendars with talks and seminars and
-workshops, pertaining to a multitude of
subjects.
Last March, Michael Harrington, a
prominent socialist of international repute
spent a couple of days in Boise giving
lectures, interviews, leading informal
discussions, for students and citizens alike.
The forum of the university and .the
inspiration of fresh or foreign ideas rang
anew.
The Road'To'SociaIism
Born in 1928, the son of a lawyer, '
Michael Harrington's childhood was
comfortable during The Great Depression.
He went to private Catholic schools,
travelled, and occasionally he did voluntary
.social work with his mother at St. Patrick's
Catholic Church in St. Louis. "I would see
guys lined up for food when I was 8, 9, 10
years of age. That made an impression on
me."
"I've never quite figured out what a child
of the Irish Catholic middle-class from St.
Louis, Missouri, is doing in. what . I'm
doing," Harrington said. "The process of
my becoming a socialist is sort of bizarre."
Describing the process, Harrington
began with his year spent at Yale Law
School. "My. classmates at Yale were all
returned veterans from World War II," he
explained. "They' were socialists, for the
most part, and they convinced me ... and
Continued (0page8•
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Bolshevik revolution in Russia and
subsequent rise of the Communist Party
impacted on this nation's economy in terms
of world trade.
Taking-all .these factors into account,
Elliott said that Reaganomics' was a .
program geared forlong-range results, but,
hindered by short-term needs. "If one is a
Reaganaut--one has an uphill row to hoe."
Elliot stated that,,"R'eaganomics is a
critical response to and reaction against all
·time perspectives ... and opposed to the
.. transient . tendencies . of modem political'
societies." He stated that along with the
explicitly outlined componentsofReaglllJ's ..
program such as,reducing taxes, the'
. composition of taxes, the rate of growth of.,
the government spending, the composition
of the government; government regula-
· tions, and reducing the federal influence in
state affairs; there' were some" impiicit
points in Reaganomics. .. . .'
· -Reagan's economic program' seeks .to
"hold the line", on its monetary policy j
. even 'if it results in temporary higher
.unemploymentrates, Elliott said. He added
that. l!nemployitIentsh~uldreduce lab.or'!'·
. " .<CrJn!ifl~e1t~page:$, •....
'WECONGRATlJLATETHEGRAbu.-
ATING CLAss OF1982 AND WISH A
MOST JOYOUS AND RELAXING SUM'-
MER TO ALLBSU STUDENTS
MARIE CALLENDERS RESTAURANT
, & PIES
8574 FAIRVIEW 375-77 44
Hours 7:30 - 5:30 Mon. - Sat Phone 344-2681
AppointmintH taken Wed. & Thurs. 8th Street Marketplu{'e
$6.00huir {'lItH $10.°0 Htyh', HhulJllJOO $9.00 with BSU ID.
\. . ' '
'Weddings begin at
10% DISCOUNT
ON GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS,
AND PERSONAL STATIONERY -
THRUMAY31
OUR COLLECTION OF PERSONALIZED
STATIONERY IS DESIGNED TO FIT
EVERY BUDGET
343-8821 1752 W. STATE ST.
(IN THE NEW ALBERTSON'S MARKETPLACE)
CORRESPONDENCE'STUDY
in Idaho
'COURSES OFFERING COLLEGE CREDIT FROM: '
Boise State University.
Idaho State University,
Lewis-Clark State College, and
University of Idaho
*HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
, *REGISTER ANYTIME
'CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
'COMPLETE DEGREE OR CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS
, 'WORK AT YOUR OWN PACE, AT HOME
'RECEIVE INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION ON A
ONE-TO-ONE BASIS
Send For Correspondence Study Office
Our Free Continuing Education Bldg., Rm. 114
Bulletin: University Of Idaho
Moscow.i'laho 83843
(208) 885-6641
.... -r
·'SOUP
·'SALAD
• SANDWICHES
• DEER '
• WINE
• SODA
Monday' 'lhunday
~,... to'Close
Buy one Large sandwich ;
and get a Pitcher of
.eer for onl, "00
;112Block So. of' Unlv.~sityon Broadway:'
" Mon-lhur 10:30 am tolQ prn.
Fri-sot ' 19:30 am to 11pm
,sundoy'10:3()"om to 7 m
15% off all wedding ., 0and engagement rings
purchased before June 30th!
Opon until 9:00.p.m. Friday
Hoff Building • 343-3172 C1rro
k; ,
, gourmet burgers.
l Or-one of our other
fine meals. Served
with your favorite
beverage .
Yes, at The Red Robin u
, even mght owls can get a whole- E
some meal.
So you think-the
only place to grab a
lfite after the late
show is that-hole-in-the-
wall tavern at the end 'of
the block?
.t Wrong! The Red Robin's open.
. Y~:>u:canenjoy one of our 28different
AMERICA'S GOURMET BURGER MAKER
& MASTER MIXOLOGISTTM
.. ,ON THE LAKE AT PARK CENTER
' . I •. ,. ... .. . . '. . ... .• , .... , ,,'
·EASTONBEACONOFFBROAllWAY
qPENEVERYDAYl1 AM ..] AM
, ,
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Contenders To
The~Finish'
News-Real Top left, the ledger with the $12,000 error.Bottom right, ASBSU Treasurer Allen Myers
reviewing requisitions and receipts. Photos
by Brad Kurtz.by Pacific News
Radio
Falwell's Larry Craig ana Larry La Rocco.
opponents in the race for the first district's
congressional seat. are on opposite sides of
the ideological fence on most issues. The
issue of student loan cut-backs is a case in
point.
Craig. the Republican incumbent.
supports the Reagan administration's
efforts; to "tighten up". qualification
requirements for student aid, and to cut.
back on the amount of money available for
student loans. "We need to ask not what
are we failing to do for students. but what
are we doing to them. By that I mean that
student loans are forcing many students to
'enter the.job market deeply indebt," Craig
said. .
"Students don't look closely enough at
this potential problem;" he added.
"studentsshould think about taking more
time to get a degree. sitting out a semester
or two and working; that's how we used to
do it." .
La Rocco. a former field representative
for Frank Church. is. opposed to the
administration's plan. "Cuts in student aid
are counterproductive to the development
of human capital ." -he said. La Rocco said
he was particularly opposed to a plan to
withhold aid for graduate students. because
it would result in research programs being
cutback.
"There are two areas in which I wouldn't
cut funding," La Rocco concluded. "one is
programs for the elderly. and the other is
education."
When Craig campaigned two years ago.
he supported the abolition of the
Department of Education. and reducing its
status to that of an agency. He said that he
is more willing te supportthe department
now. because under new director Terrell
Bell, it is returning decision-making to the
state and local levels. La Rocco said he is
opposed to the idea of abolishing the
department. "We are well served by a
special commitment to education. and I see
no reason to back away from it." he said.
One area in which the candidates seem to
agree, in principle. involves the question of
defense spending. La Rocco blames high
interest rates on the Reagan administra-
tion's budget deficit. of which defense
spending is a major part. He proposes
cutting back to 'current levels. with an
allowance for. inflation, which would
reduce spending by $50 billion over the next
four years.
Craig also said defense spending can be
reduced. and said he has helped form a
bi-partisan group of legislators to examine
the Pentagon's budget. He said it would be
possible to cut the Administration's defense
Gene. Kip Eliason, 16. committed suicide budget by $10-$20 billion this year. and
by inhaling a lethal amount of carbon that a $9 billion reduction was already
monoxide on March 3. 1982. scheduled.
Kip was a student at Capitol High School Oil a related question. La Rocco
who maintained a4.0 grade' point average. -supports a nuclear arms freeze and
At his' grandmother's urging. he became reduction resolution before Congress.
i yery i~volved in the Mormon Church here Craig said. he had urged the President to
• 111 BOise.. move toward a nuclear freeze. but didn't
I Eliason feels 'that Kip's suicide was support the specific resolution before
directly related to pressures placed' upon Congress because it was unclear on the
him bythe LDS Church. He said that Kip question of parity. '
developed an acute self-hatred because of IASBS R p .t
his urge to masturbate; and that the Church' - e 0r :
required complete denial of-these "normal Budget. Finalizatio. n.,
urges" aU young people feet
, The MormonX'hurch encourages its by Colleen Bourhill
young. people' to devote their lives to the Negotiations were brought to a close
Church and its activities, Eliason said; and' Thursday when the ASBSU Senate gave
this. is done by providing Church-related final approval to a 1982-83 budget totaling
activities' for the. youth throughout the' $325,000, All organizations receiving funds
.week. He said theChurch discourages its from ASBSU are included in this final
youth from 'parti~ipating in regular high figure. The. Student Programs Board was
. school activities with other .young people allocated $45,400; KBSU. the campus radio
from other faiths. Thus, the Church is station. $50,515; and the-Recreation Board
better able to isolate its youth in order to $26,615. The combined total for the
better prepare them for missions on which ASBSU .•Administration and. Service
they are sent throughout the year, he said. Awards budgets was $75,300 ..
, .Eliason continued. "This isolation prevents The University News is riot included in
the Mormon youth from being tempted by. . .the finished budget, Contract negotiations
the outside world; and also prevents di.eLare stiUuIlderway, but' funding will not
persecution of 'its youth by the outside exceed $53,000:.
world beforethexC!urigpeol'le'are prepared . Before the budget .was .approved
to. handle such ,'persecution for. their ,Thursday, U1ere was much debate among
Continued to pageS- Continued to page 5 ..
Unpopularity
They may need all the help they can get.
but don'tlook for too many Republican
congressmen to cozy up with the Moral
Majority this election year. The reason.
according to U.S. News and World Report.
is a private party poll showing the group's
Ieader, the Reverend Jerry Falwell. .
is almost as unpopular as the Ayatollah
Khomeini.
U.S. News & World Report, May 10.1982
Quantity v.s. Quality'
The National Guard is calling on the
Pentagon to lower its sights when it comes
to military hardware. A National Guard
report recommends the Defense
Department opt for quantity over quality,
and buy simpler weapons that recruits can
easily learn to operate. The report, titled
"Vista 1999." claims the Pentagon's
obsession with super-technical equipment,
"has created a fundamental contradiction
between what we have and what we need."
Washington Post, Apri/14.
I ~
-In The Gray: i.,
The Case Of The Unreconciled Books
by Colleen Bourhill
In any organization, it is the
accountant's job to spend hours hunched
over a desk. punching out numbers on an
adding machine and penciling in entry after
entry on the lined sheets of a ledger . If.
questions arise about an organization's
account. the books can be checked. After
all, isn't it all down in black and white?
Well, maybe. ,
According to ASBSU Senate Act #23. it
is the job of the appointed treasurer to
submit both monthly, and quarterly
financial reports to the student senate. The
act stipulates that the reports include
current balances of each organization
funded by the ASBSU and a record of both
revenues and expenditures incurred.
Allen Meyers, appointed ,ASBSU
Treasurer for the 1982-83 academic year.
'replaced former treasurer Tracy Lefteroff
when his term in office ended last month.
"I don't really know if I should offer an
opinion as to whether (Lefteroff) did, a
good job ...•Meyers said. "But when I came
into this office, if someone were to ask me
how much money we had, and where. I
would not have been able to tell them. Even
after a week,'! would not have been able to
tell them,';
The treasurer's job. according to Meyers,
is like balancing a checkbook.' A
requisition.' generated by the ASB offices.
is like a check written against an ordinary
checking account. At the end of the month.
instead of a bank statement. the treasurer's
office receives a ..computer printout that
lists all the requisitions that have been paid.
"My job," said Meyers. "is to balance
out'iwith the monthly report. to go over
those (printouts) to the best of my ability
and make sure that all the charges they put
on there are correct. That is the most
important .job the treasurer has: to
reconcile the computer printouts with the
records we have as to what was issued,"
In going through the records left by the
previous treasurer, Meyers discovered that
a $12.000 error had been made on one of
the monthly printouts. The salary for a
Health Services employee had. by mistake.
been charged to the Student- Fees Account.
"One three minute phone call cleared it
up." said Meyers.
The appointment of Tracy Lefteroff to
the position of treasurer was first made by ,
then. President Tony Lund at' a senate
meeting in July. 1981. However, because
only 5 of the 10 ASBSU senators were
present. Lund had to gain final approval
for Lefteroff's appointment at a September
senate meeting.
Therefore. to fulfill that procedure and
to confront the controversy, the senate
voted by the required 2/3 majority to
accept Lefteroff as treasurer. "I just didn't
Continued 10 page 5-.
Smoking and Cancer
There's good news and bad news from
the American Cancer Society. The good
news is the death rate from almost every
form of cancer is going down. The bad
news is the overall cancer death rate is
going up--forjust one reason: A huge .
increase in lung cancer. In the last 30 years.
the death rate from lung cancer has
tripled--a frustrating statistic to medical
researchers. who call it one of the most
easily preventable diseases. In most cases.
it's simply a matter of staying away from
cigarettes: Smoking is held responsible for
an estimated 83 percent of lung cancer in
men. and 43 percent in women.
Valium
'British researchers say they've discovered
brain damage similar to that suffered by
severe alcoholics among people who've
taken the populartranquilizer "Valium"
for periods of five to ten years. Professor
Malcolm Lader of the London Institute of
Psychology says brain scans of long-term
Valium users revealed at least 25 percent
had severe abnormalities. and another 50
percent had some signs' of impairment.
Scientists at Hoffman-Laroche, developers'
of Valium, says there's no evidence linking
it directly to the brain damage. Dr. Lader
admits that may be true. Buthe says if
valium is the culprit. there may bea '
half-million people.in the U.S. and Britain
with funny-looking brainsas aresult.
The Observer, London, April 18, 1982
"Dad: I LdveYou' .....',
by·.Teresa Zrazik
"Dad: I love you more than what word's
can say. If it were possible, I would stay
alive for only you, for I really only love
you, but it is not possible. I must first love
myself. and I do not. The strange feelingof
darkness and self-hate overpowers all my
defenses. I must unfortunately yield to it.
The turbulent feeling is only for a few' to
truly understand. I .feelthar you do not
comprehend the immense. feeling of
Warm Weather
To Come
SCientists studying fluctuations in the
sun's temperature say we could be in for a
hot 21st century--although the short-term
outlook is for cold weather. Information
from a solar observation satellite launched
two years ago indicates thesun's radiant,
energy decreased by one-tenth of one
percent over an 18-month period.
According to researchers at California's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. the change may
have been responsible for this year's harsh
winter.
But astronomers at the government's
High Altitude Observatory in Boulder, ,
Colorado. think the long-range forecast is
for hot weather. The cooling off of the sun,
they say, is part of a 76-year cycle that is
due to end soon. Then the sun will start to
heat up again, withthe peak coming ...
around the year 201O,That,could accelerate
a global warming trend caused by the'
buildup of carbon dioxide in the,
atmosphere. The C02 buildup has already
caused the melting of an estimated 10,000
cubic miles of polar ice in the past40 years,
raising sea levels an average of five inches
'and slowing the Earth's rotation by nearly a
millionthof a secoridperday.
self-hatred I have .. This is the only way I
feel,' that l·canrelieve myself of these
feelings now. Carry ori with your life and
.be happy. I love you more than words can
. say. Your son, Kip."
With these final wor4~ left for hisfather,
.............
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Editorial:
Gnu Lessons
Some thirty long issues back the first
editorial of the fall established one goal: to
leave our readers informed, angry,
entertained, puzzled, or pleased, but not
bored. In short, we wanted a response.
Since that first, short 32 word editorial,
much has happened at the News, and from
the shortest praise to the longest critique its
all improved the quality of the paper,
This year we've had the pleasure of
having one of our series picked up for
nationai publication, another article won
first place in a north west press competition,
and finally last year's News, edited by
Donald Barclay, won the highest award,
the Medalist certificate, in the 1981
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
competition. We.'re particularly proud of
those accomplishments for they all speak of
the strength from which next year's paper
can grow. " ,
Yet to not blow our hom to loud, the
News: like all publications, has made its
share of mistakes. We've regretted many a
missed story, embarrassing typo, or
undecipherable layout fluke. Thesr point
out the weaknesses of the paper and give us
a foundation upon which to improve next
year's News. .
No paper is static, perfect or pleasing to
all readers at all times, but if, at some time,
we've pulled something out of you, made
you ponder an issue, think twice about an
old thought, or laugh, then good, that's
what a paper should do. If not, then we
hope to succeed next year. A newspaper is
always changing ... we hope next fall's paper
will serve you and excite you. Till then,
have "a good summer.
Informed
I read a letter via the University News'
Editorial page from a student who
obviously misunderstood the process of
budget allocations. If there are any students
who have questions about ASBSU or
wishes to discuss any item, I would
encourage them to come to the ASBSU
offices and do such. .
I find it very unfortunate that Mr.
Gilmer sat through two days of budget
discussion, during which time he presented
his debate, and, that if he failed to discuss
the matter, he should have taken the
responsibility to meet with ASBSU
members and voice his opinions. "
Something the students must understand
is that the president does not vote on the
budget. The president does have input in
discussion, but is not a voting member of
the FAB or the senate. It is the senate that _
allocates how much goes to which
organization.
Also, many clubs and offices requested
funding far .above last year's allocations
and were still budgeted more dollars than
received last year. I don't believe this to be
a cut in funding but a cut in request of
funds.
Last, but not least: yes, I did campaign
on consistency. This means being consistent
in upholding our laws and policies here at,
BSU and all students should be protected
and represented equally. However, its
much to my dismay that certain students
take this out of context and use it how they
wish. I very much encourage any student to
sit down and discuss ASBSU; The problems'
we've had have derived from those students
who don't know the process and function
and don't talk to anyone to find out the
facts; yet they are the first to complain to
others. Also, those students complaining
the loudest have yet to offer any new ideas
or solutions to the' existing problems.
Students-talk to your senators and ASBSU
officers and become informed and tell them
what you would like done. .
Sincerely,
Marlyss Fairchild
ASB President
Confidential
, On a .recent stroll through the Business
building I noticed a copy of the, AS,BSU
budget for 1981-82 taped to the wall
sponsored by Paul Turner. I applaud M~.
Turnerfor.hisinitiative to get involved and
in assisting other students in becoming
; " . ':, - ',--, ',' -" " ." .
BM
.'.
..; .
\ I/"
\:',Z,;', ..-~
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,The Innocent Bystandermore aware of ASBSU financial expendi-
tures, but, several obvious inaccuracies
were noted to which I wish to respond.
First is the large "confidential" stamped
on the top. Tnis must, have been put on by'
Mr. Turner as I have the original and there
is no "confidential" anywhere on it.
Furthermore, nothing that ASBSU does is
confidential. All meetings, particularly
budget discussions, are open to the public.
All requisitions are available for scrutiny by
any student. lwonder if Mr. Turner was
present during any of the 40 hours of
budget hearings that '.were held during the
past three weeks?
Second is the "euphemism for salaries."
Time is a precious commodity for any
student. The 30 plus students who comprise
the ASBSU are using their time to assist the
7000 remaining students by forming a
collective association that will effectively
represent them in the Big Sky Conference,
the State of Idaho, the city of Boise,as well
as with the University itself. By doing this
we forego an opportunity cost which is
compensated by grants to help defray the
costs of education while performing these,
duties. Mr. Turner is welcome to apply or
run for any office, and if elected or chosen,
may refuse his grant.
Third is the "free newspaper." I learned
long ago that nothing is free; Nobody has
ever claimed we could fund a student
newspaper for free. The contract
negotiations for the newspaper are also
open to the public. If Mr. Turner can give
us a newspaper for nothingI hope he will
bid on it asl am sure he would be awarded
the contract. '
Actually, it. costs more than $100,000 a
year to produce the 30 issues of' the
University News with roughly half of that
coming from ASBSU. Also, the University
News has won awards placing it in the top
10 percent of. college newspapers in the
country as judged by the -Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, placing,
higher than, Marquette, DePaul and the!
University of Pennsylvania. " . ,I
Fourth, is "essential services - 0." When,I. think' of essential services, I thin~. Of;1,
sewer, garbage, water .and " electricity.'
- Fortunately; the University pays for these
so 'we don't have to. We do provide for'
Continued to page 5 •
Death Is Far Away
by Arthur Hoppe
1 ran into Death the other day and asked how he liked the Falkland fighting, He shook
his head. "They're still too close," he said.
"Too close?" ' -:
"Yes," he said. "Listen to this British fighter pilot's account of shooting, down an
Argentine Mirage jet: 'I locked a Sidewinder missile onto his jet wake and, after three or
four seconds, the missile hit. There was an enormous explosion and I felt quite sick.' '0
"A decent human reaction," I said.
"Only because the combatants, despite all my efforts, were still in visual contact with
each other. It's this close-range. fighting that keeps giving me a bad name."
"You feel enemies should keep their distance?" ,
"The farther the better," said Death. "If there's one thing I've learned in the past
million years, it's that the willingness of you human beings to kill each other is in direct
ratio to the distance you are apart."
* •.•
I said that was certainly an interesting theory and could he perhaps expound on it?
"Gladly," he said. "As you know, your weaponless ancestors were peaceful fruit and
berry gatherers who shouted and growled and cuffed each other around, but they weren't
much for killing one another."
"Totally uncivilized," I agreed.
"Totally. Then a guy named Al in what is now Centralia, Illinois, picked up a two-foot
club. Naturally, he promptly bopped his nearest neighbor on the noggin."
, "'Because the club was a powerful weapon?" '"
, "No, because the club put Al two feet away from his foe and hedidn't have to touchI' him. Bopping people is a lot less personal than strangling them or biting their jugulars."
I "I can see that."
"Then came the spear, which you could toss at somebody with hardly a vicious thought.
The bow and arrow was another tremendous advance. But the big breakthrough, of
course, was gun powder. Once you could fire a cannonball over a castle wall, you could
kill all the people you wanted without compunction because you never saw them."
"And that goes for women and children, too," I said helpfully. "
"Exactly," said I?eath.' "To this day, it's an atrocity to kill a woman or a child wit.h.a
bayonet or even, asm such cases as My Lai, with rifle bullets or machinegun fireBut It IS
perfectly permissible, in fact quite laudable, to do so with long-range artillery shells or.
bombs dropped from high-flying aircraft." ,
••• •
"We've certainly made great progress when it comes to separating.ourselves from our
enemies," I said. "And now that we've achieved the ultimate with nuclear weapons ... "
"Oh, nuclear weapons aren't the ultimate," said Death. "The ultimate is the
intercontinental ballistic missile. They make it possible for you to wipe out your enemies
haifa world away. They'll be naught but blips on a screen, And as the leaders in their war
rooms fire their ICBMs,the blips will wink out one by one." ' .,'
"This is the way the world ends, then, not with a bang but witha blip, blip, blip?"
"It will be as easy as a game of Space Invaders" he said reassuringly, "because you
humans and I will have at least achieved the perf:ct relationship." "
"What's that?" I asked nervously.
"Nothing personal," sald Death, rubbing hisl1ands."Nothing personal."
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co,J982j ,,' "
,In The'Gray: "BothHoltand Bivens said that monthly
financial reportssubmittedto the senate by
• ('nnlinlledfmm page 3 Lefteroff' were '''sketchy'' and "taken',
feel that there was enough concrete directly offthe computer." ,
, evidence to justify voting against him," ' , "If the, (senate) was not getting
said Senator Deanna Gibler. <'I am not satisfaction." said Tony .Lundv, "they
saying that I didn't have my doubts, should have all gotten together to ask him
though." , '(Lefteroff) for something. If the senate
The deciding vote cameftom Senator wanted a more. comprehensive report."
Lisa Bivens. She said that she voted to keep Lund continued. "they should have asked
Lefteroff in officebecause he told her that directly. He 'gave a treasurer's report and
he would do his job and stay out of the they could have mandated jhat he give them
'''political Iimelight."·'We should have whatever they wanted from him."
(taken action)," Bivens said. "There were Earlier in the development of the story
several times we would talk about it. But Lefteroff was contacted to set an interview,
when it came time to actually sit down •and but since that time he could not be reached;
say 'OK, this is what we're' going to do,' Denny Freeburn, Assistant Director of
someonewould back down." the SUB, emphasized the role of the senate
Senator Helen Holt voted against in making sure that financial policies are
Lefteroff's appointment to treasurer. "We upheld. "There probably, were, and there
tried to get him out of office several times probably are each' year, a certain number
(since then)," said Holt. "But we could not (of requisitions) that I would question in
get a 2/3 majority of thesenate," terms of how student money ought to be
spent," he said. "But that's not my
purpose."
One problem Freeburn identified was
that expenditures from the, ASBSU
Administrative account were often initiated.
by Lefteroff', as treasurer. instead of by
then President Tony Lund. "It's legal .... "
Freeburn said, ,"the treasurer can sign as
long as the student body president wants to
defer that responsibility." So far. Freeburn
continued, President .Marlyss Fairchild is
signing for all administrative expenditures.
"That is as it should be." Freeburn noted,
"because she is really responsible for that
administration account."
Ted Keith, Internal Auditor for BSU,
stated that he did not have any direct
knowledge relating to Lefteroffls book-
keeping methods as treasurer. "But," he
said. "accounting is an art, and not a
science. There are probably 25 ways he
could have maintained the records he
maintains in hisoffice,"
All requisitions generated by the ASBSU
are paid through the Accounts Payable
Department in the Administration Build-
ing. First. however. they must be approved
by the Purchasing Department down the
hall. Joseph Greferv Director of Purchas-
ing, said, that all requisitions pass through
,his department without question unless
personnel are notified to do otherwise.
Grefer indicated that no problems had
arisen with requisitions from the office of
the treasurer.
,Marla Leggett. Station Manager at
KBSU. said that information she received
from Lefteroff''s office regarding her
account. was not adequate. "When I took
this position in September." Leggett said,
"I was not given the accurate figures as to
what our account balance was. There were
(a1sp} bills I was never given." she
continued. "We never received our phone
bills. They went right to the treasurer's
office and I was never told the amounts."
To prevent financial problems from
arising while he is treasurer. Meyers plans
to instigate several new policies. "Most
importantly," 'he said. "I will do a
complete reconciliation of department
expense requisitions with our requisition
logs. ,. Meyers also plans to, keep a
thorough set of subsidiary ledgers that will
allow student organizations to come in and
see at a glance how much money is in their
accounts.
. "Dad:' T T ove you ...." run to research reasons why people commit
• Continued from page 3 suicide. Eliason said his organization would
religion. The Church views any criticism of be developed with a similar format. He
the Church as persecution." hopes to coordinate efforts of psycholo-
Eliason said jhat strict compliance with gists, sociologists and counselors, to
Church doctrine places too much pressure' provide accredited professional services for
on young people already beset by the 'the young people in the community.
trauma of the social and peer pressure of , The organization Eliason is 'working to
today's society. and that' churches should form would have persons who are familiar
not rule by guilt. He said, "Churches withlocal church doctrine (not only LDS)
should concentrate on teaching forgive- so' that a .smooth consistent flow of
ness." communication and ideas would be
He also said that Utah and Idaho both established. Eliason feels this' would,
have' a higher than average' teenage suicide incorporate religious philosophy important :
rate. to young people while providing emotional
Acknowledging that "reasons for suicide support from professionals if the need I
are multi-faceted. " Eliason is working to arises. However • Eliason needs, funding arid )
form an organization that would provide volunteers to help coordinate his effort; ' •
support and counseling for teenagers who Anyone wishing to .contact Eliason Can
are having difficulty living up to write to: Gene Eliason, P.O. Box 44138.
expectations set by any group the young Boise, ID 83704. or call (208) 344-9188 ..
person may be affiliated with. Gene Eliason wants Kip's story told. "It
Organizations such as The American is my belief that if the story of my son can
Institute of Suicidology and the Robert save only one life, his death will not have
, Wood Johnson Foundation are currently been in vain." , • '
Reaganomics .policy.iaccording to Elliott. include the
• Continuedjrolll cover , , belief that social security expenditures can't
':b~ar=g~aI;.!.·n~in~g:!::..!:"p~ow:::"':er~'::"::w:"h""ic""h-.-a-c-co-r-d-:-:in-g--to-be restricted and the fact that Reagan will
Reaganomic theory. should ultimately not reduce military expenditures. In
reduce inflation. addition, Reagan can't reduce interest on
Elliott said also implicit in Reagan's the public debt. This leaves social. welfare
economic program was a redistribution of expenditures. Elliot said even the President
wealth from the poor to, the rich. This "can't squeeze blood out of a turnip;' once
results from a reduction in social welfare the program has been cut so far and that to
expenditures and a rise in military do so could result in political disaster for
expenditures. him.
, There are several dilemmas facing the Elliott cited some of the dilemmas faced
Reaganomic program. according to Elliott. by the Reaganomic monetary policy. He
from both the fiscal policy side and the said some things are impervious to a
monetary side.' monetary policy and cited the U.S. need for
The dilemmas facing, Reagan's 'fisciil. oil which serves to increase .inflation even
more. Elliott added that the social costs of
I unemployment may prove to be more,expensive than was supposed.' He also said
that the current economic condition of the
country is generating bankruptcies and
though the nation as a whole was in a
recession, some.partsof.thecountry were in
, a depression. Wrong decisions in these
dilemmas could cause a downward spiral.
causing Elliott to question, "Is there a
point of no return?"
.Blliott offered three possible scenarios
for the future of Reaganomics. '.
The first is that Reaganomics will
succeed. Elliott said this was unlikely
because the Reaganomic rationale is
ASBSU, Report: ,
• tontinuett [rom page 3
senators about the decision to drop concert
'funding from the St'B budget. Some
.senators wished to see $20,000 to $30,000
of the 'money in the Reserve Account set
aside for a possible fall· concert. The
Reserve Account exists as a way for any
recognized ASBSU organization to receive
funding in excess of, or in addition to, its
yearly allotted budget.
Allen Meyers, ASBSU Treasurer, did not
think it feasible to fund a concert with
money from the Reserve Account. "I really
don't know why anybody would bother to
waste their time funding from the Reserve
Account. Why don't you just' say we're
going to fund this and tack it on to the
SPB?"
"You're not going to have themoney.in
the Reserve Account." continued Meyers,
"that is clear and identifiable." '
Senator Todd Barnes told the senate that
he did not want to see other organizations
budgets slashed to create funds for a
concert under the SPB. "If you want to
subtract a percentage from all the budgets;
we've considered (and put it in reserve),"
he said, "how much are we going to need?"
"We've spent a lot of. time on this
budget." Baines continued. " ... trying to
keep these groups alive. I don't think we
should go back and cut.some of them and
make them mediocre ... to the point where
they barely exist."
In other business, ASBSU President
, Marlyss Fairchild appointed Jay Jester to
the office of Administrative Assistant.
long-range and the pr051ems are short-
range .
Reganornics will deteriorate into
nee-fascism when trouble emerges, Elliott
offered as a second possible scenario. He
said a stronger, more rigid leadership might
emerge to consolidate the people.
The third scenario Elliott foresees is one
of compromise or refusal to compromise
on the President's part. The President will
either give in to his opponents or remain
firm with his economic program, Elliott _
said.
The lecture was sponsored by Omicron
Delta Epsilon and the Student Programs
Board.
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Letters •Continued/rom pa~e 4
Confidential
I(BSU. the StiJdent, Programs Board,
Recreational Services, Intramurals, the
University News, and more than 27 other
clubs and services. , '
No one at ASBSU has ever claimed
perfection in 'what we do. The money we
receive in the form of student fees is
allocated by the Senate which is the body of
elected student representatives. None of
them has a magic wand or even a
mathematical formula to assist. them in,
determining what goes where; all they have
is their judgement and input from the
students they represent. I encourage Mr.
Turner's participation ,and welcome his
opinions. My only hope is that next time.he
may .present them in .a more constructive
fashion. AI Meyers
ASBSU TreasurerThanks
I would like to express publicly my
appreciation for the manner in which
Colleen Bourhill has covered ASBSU
reporting during the past few weeks. I feel
that Colleen has put forth extra effort to
increase student awareness of the actions of
their student government leaders.
I know it is sometimes hard to follow
Senate actiolls and report' them accord-
ingly. however, I feel Colleen has done very
well in this position and wish to thank her
for her dedication to both the University
News and the students of BSU.
Pay,
Sincerely.
Glenda A. Lapp
ASBSU Secretary ,
, ' ,
Would you1ike to kno~exactlY which of
-your senators voted to gIve your ASBSU.
President a25 percent, raise and which
senator voted to break the tie???:
Senator Lisa Bivens. Senator Greg
Waller, Senator Todd Barnes, Senator Neil
Peterson, Senator Weldon Smith, and
Senator Helen Holt voted to break the tie.
thus giving the ASBSU President a 25
percent pay increase. Just a point of
interest, the former ASBSU President gave
himself a reduction in pay (from $450 down
to $400). Of course, there are many factors
which were taken into consideration. I am
merely telling you how your senators voted
to spend your money. The senators who
voted against, this increase were, Senators
Terry Ratliff. Scott Day. and myself.
If you have any questions, you can call
your ASBSU Representatives ar385-1440.
Thank you,
Naomi Peck
Education Senator
P.S. This action can be changed if enough
senators hear from their constituencies and
the senators choose to reconsider and
change their vole.
"Budget "
J wish to thank all the organizational
representatives for their patience through
the long budgeting procedure just
completed by ASBSO., It was a painful·
process with all groups being' cut back· a
great deal. I feel the senate dealt fairly with .
each group. " ,
I wish to thank the ASBSUAdministra.
tion, Senators, and members of the
FinanciaJAdvisory Board for the many
hours they spent working with' budget
requests which totalled twice the amount
we had to work with.
I feel this <years' budget hearings .and
senate hearings ran more smoothly than I
have seen in my three years of being pait of
the, process. Administration, legislative
bodies and the, many organizations who
participated acted with great restraint and,
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in the spirit of working together for a
common goal-the best budget for all
concerned.
Again, my thanks for the courtesy and
restraint shown by all who participated in
the long and painful process. _
Yours Sincerely
Helen Holt
President-Pro Tern
ASBSU Senate
Pavillion
I have prepared and presented a lengthy
proposal to the ASaSU government to
encourage student access to our new
'pavilion. Student interest in the major
concert area has prompted the formulation
of these ideas on paper. The following
excerpts from the proposals' cover letter
are of interest to many students here at
BSU:
"It is proposed at this tirn~ to ~eparate
the Concerts division' of, the ~sociated
Student Body:of Boise State Uni~ersity
from the' Student Programs Board and to
reform Concerts, as a-separate entity, into a
bureau to be known 'as Campus Attractions
of BSU. The opening of thl1 pavilion in the
near future'creates the necessity of fOJ1Iling
a new major entertainment bureau" to "
manage student activities dollars'in the area
of major campus entertainment.
Events which have been scheduled
through the, spring in' the . past' will not
facilitate the use of our new Pavilion; with
the exception of 1J1ajor musiCal entertain- "
, ment'; rhe scope and the nature of these
events in the pavilion form the verybasi$ of
this proposal. The Student Programs Board
c,an' then help other QrganiZatiOl,lSon
campus~ to facilit~te, more. eventsC ~e
,SPB's greatest weakness has been the }lick
ofadeq\Jate small" events' programming
because' concerts have Jontin\lously .'over.
shadowed other minor events. The SPB can
help facilitate these small, .yet very
important events on much greater scale if
the spector of "COncerts" no longer exists
within its, structure."
A copy of theentire proposal is on file
with both the Student Activities office and
the ASBSU office in the Student Union
Building. Your ideas in this area are
definitely solicited, by my office, What, I
groups would you like to see at BSU in the
future? Let's check into it for next year!
• Respectfully,
J.C. Richey,
Soccer
The FAB's allocation cf $400 to the BSU
.Men's Soccer Club ($375 for chalk and $25
'travel expenses) indicates that they believe
that the Soccer Clubis not a worthwhile
organization. The original purpose of the
BSU Soccer Club was to establish a soccer
tearnto play other college teamS in the
Northwest Region. On such 'a limited
budget,this goal has been -made
unattainable due to the FAB's action. This'
must be very demoralizing, for the' men' in
the Soccer Club., TheFAB's action also
I~cks foresight-in that soccer is the sport
With tile most participation in the State of
Idaho. To kill the Soccer Club through a
lack of funding now would be a Illistake,
seeing that in a few years' tirne,soccet will
bea money-making sport for the school.
, Hopefully, the Seriate will overrule the'
FAB's llctionand allocate, a reasonable
amount, of funding to the Soccer
Club-·e~peciallyafter" examining the·
explanations for the budget presented to
the Senate on' Monday, May 3rd.-The
SoccerC!ub is a worthwhile organization,
,with, important,' goals and an" important
future."
JakkiMohr.. ,,', '
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by JirnHale. ~
~A Plea to ASB, Kathy, and ...<:D
This iSlhe timcar. year. whiI,e most earnest sl~dents are baking themselves senseless ~.
over inJuli~ .Davis; Park .o~ biking. a~ay from fin~s along the Greenbelt's new.~' ........
bikepaths. that CruCial dcclSlonsregardlOg next year. s student film series are being .v, .. ~
made. Firsl. Ihe Sludenl Senate .will appropriale X·dollars for films; second, Ihe , ... ~, ~ ¢
Student Film Comm.iUee will select all the films to be shown next academic ycar--then '':::-:::-:::--'::-:--~~~---;'::-:-::~~-=:i:'''r::::;;:;;~
bolh groups will head follhe park or Ihe hikepaths, 100. . rally can·l. More imporlantly. I'd suggesl Ihal Ihe commillco show o~ly foreign,
Before they gel away. however, "I've some pleas to make~·and some liiuggcscions as classic. underground,- or experimental films. The A,58 Student Film Series ~hould
well. funclion as KBSU does: it should provide alternative, non-commerical ent~r1amment
Stranttely a'nd sadly enough, Ihe University N~ws film reviewers seldom reView, the and education. WhalWilh 16 walk-in' and 2 drive-in theaters in Boise, and cable and
ASB films. This is a,ronen situation because, as oncn as 'nOl, Ihe ASB series shows commerical TV; what Sense is thereto bringIng In GidR~1qO~.fHa.waiian •.Nor/h Dofla.~
qualilY liIm\lhal rarely play Ihe Vista. My firsl plea, Ihen. is to neilher the ASB or Ihe 40, Endl", .. Lo,'e. or The Good, the Bad and Th'Ugly? To do so is 10 squander SlUdenl
Studenl Films Committee. Rather, I would urge Ihe University News Entenainment monies. "
Editor to direcl his/her" movie reviewers 10 make, mention of deserving ASS films next My final plea is to Ihe ASB Senate: As you consider ru'nding Ihe film series, I demand
year so Ihc studenl body will be alerted 10 alternatives 10.lhe low·grad .. mindless Ihal you demand Ihallhe.ASB Sludenl Film Series pay Its own way. By this I mean lhal
commerciarnrms thai all 100 often &luI the Boise market. you Count as "revcnuc" or UretumHthe amOUnl of education or cnlightenme1lt.l~e
My set:ond plea is 10 Kiuhy Kawsuniak, Chair of the Sludent Films Commillco, and series provides-nol just Ihe buc~s. If the A~n Film Series,brings in foreign. ~lasS1C,
the me~bers of Ihat commiUee. They'vc done: an admirable job Ihis past year w~rking underground 'or ,experimental', films' (or ·offers '3-0 or Australian, or Women s film
·under adverse condilions. (And Ihey make a mean bag of popcorn, tool) However. I'd fes!ivals), Ihink of the servi,e you .will be doing fof nol only DSU sludenlS. hUIals~
urge Ihem 10 ,consider anew site for showing films. I'd' prefer someWhere where the BOlSeans and Treasure, Valley ,residtrlts! The spiritual, intelleclu~, and Vlsua
IiIms,can be ~n,and heard~:and ihc.Plasmatics. or the Rotariansor the Kulia for Quist "income" of a fine. film .serie~ woul~, &Jane, just.i.fy" ~he expendjtur~;.
by·Anthony Burt
,..
********JI-
JI-
*****
*' *.: Dad's prayers' have been answered; Mom can't believe herJf· - . •* eyes, but it's really finally happening-sa very tired Junior iS~ •••••••
:graduating at last! - . • •••••• Jf""
********** ..... Ii~a1s and~** '****.********
.. ' brcak froll\ atrC'S" A?,
Takc a thc subal Th\ PlaYS,
chcck.out .of Onc A~Cginning at
Evcnlng May \2.
WcdncsdaY, d . "ThC
ll\ . d inc\u e. ,J''7:30p. . b fcature . \n nlS
playSt<:,e the F~owerells; "TWO
Man h",!.I~yLUig~,P~~~\~ll\G~bSO~;.
Mou~he Seesaw, aY Sc\11Sgad
For ,'bY M.u~r Lange; an ,
"Luv: .. by Wllllall\ dolally.
"PicniC;, bYTerre~ce M harged.
"1'IeJ\t, 4~'~i·~o~n~w~I,;II'-1b'lle..cPV'''''-1'10 adl!llssl
Bduquet:RowdyBacon, May 10-15
Boise Underground: The Novas, May
'14&15 ,
Bronco Stables: The Detours, May 14&15
The Club: Roy Evansandthe Arcades,
. May 10-22
"Fireside: Camera, May 13-15
Gentle Ben's: Gentle Ben
Gin Mill: Randy Morris, May 10-15
Lock, Stock & Barrel: Vern Swain
Pengilly's Salon: The Bob & Bill Show
Red Lion Downtowner: Carnelia, May
10-15
The Royal: MCM Enterprises, May II-IS
Rusty Harpoon: Wild Child, May 10-15
Sandpiper: The Spheres, May 11-15
Tom Grainey's: Kip Attaway, May II-IS
Tub Pub: The Air, May 10-17
Whiskey RivenWindfall, May 11-15
Braun Brothers, May 18-22
The Great Original Yarn-
Off, lIam-8pm, 8th Street
Marketplace.
"Romantic Comedy," Boise
Little Theater, 342-5104.
Boise Junior College Class
Reunion, 1934-40. Informa-
tion: 385-1959.
Wellness Workshop. Six
hour, one day workshop to
help people get in touch with
their inner selves. Information:
384-0820.
".-=...~~:::..: .~
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Spring Art Show and Sale.
Works by more than 20 local
artists. Noon to 5pm, 1005
Warm Springs Avenue. Infor-
mation: 376-8092.
Madrigal Club Annual
Concert"Solid Gold Celebra-
tion," Boise High, 8:15pm.
"The Odd Couple," Wom-
en's Club, Ltd., 300 Main
,Street, 8pm.
••••••
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Students! Don't let this
happen to you th~ ~
summer! ~
Personal Best
~69lldctt~!-**Dm@@o/
~ Personal Best docs nothing to rid our culture of the stereotype of women athletes as t:\.
'fQI being leSlilhan (cmi~ine. Maybe it shouldn't havet,?, bu\,l would have worried less '-'e. <lbOUf the p05si\:liHty'that the makers of P,rsonal,.8esf were going for the sensational fIr!I
'\~ (sensation sells tickets through shock and titillation). if it had been preceded with a film IIIlaJ
aboUlwomcn's athletics Ihat contained no suggestion of homosexuality, one that was IJ!I*' ahout wOlllen being strong, and competitive, gentle, and feminfnc. all at the same lime. tal
A case ccriainly can be made for Personal Best as sensational. We do' sec women
making IO~'C·IO......omen. we don't sec lhem making love 10 men. On the nip side, we see '*
male g.:nitals on the big screen, right along side the female anatomy weare more used to
...icwing. You'll have to decide for yuursdr. IIll
I think everyone is surprised at lhe aCling in PerSonal Best. ·It all seems quite
ea:;ygoing and natural. Mariei Hemingway is goofy and slUmbling (also callede-X
adolescent), in tI most endearing way. The other aclresses are really.athlete.c;, cleverly
disguised as aClresses. Only at time} is Ihis apparenl, to no detriment. They appear al
case and· convincing, especially. Patrice Donnelly as Hemingway's mentor and lover.
One crilicism leveled al male-dominated culture is· thai women arc rarely seen in
SHang posilions where Ihey can be emulated, and used by women as role models. I
invite you, especially if you arc of the male persu;:\sion, to view Per.'iOnal Best in this
Iighl. There 3re ~ut 1"'0 Inwly men in this film, at least one of which you do nOI want 10 -E!t-
belike, so your only reference point is, ycs, that of women. Sec if it makes a difference.
I did not like the filming of lhe athletic sequences very much'in Personal 8esl. The
w;:llching of Irack and field events can be an exhileraling thing 10 behold. TI\ere is a
fluidne<;s of movement Ihat hils us al a primitive level, and inspires more abstract
manifc<;talions like dance. The straighlforward film';ng of these events is enough to
make us a pan of th.e race, wilh all Ihe tension and energy of the actual comrelitors.
Clwriot.'i of fire knew this, and we fell every race. Personal Best {with a courle of
exceptions} loses this nuidity of motion through 'its disjoiOled photograp.hing and
editing of the athletics. A notableex~eption 10 Ihis is the initial sholput sequence; as we
sec a woman's slrong shoulder push that metal ball to let it sail against the very ~Iue
sky. The entire audience went silent with eXhilaration.
In some ways, Personal 8est is a tense film; il may defeat itself with its tension. There
was a great deal of giggling and snorting from an audience that is not used to 'seeing
women caress women, or seeing them do strong, physical 'things. There was even
giggling at the nOlion that women have hair under thcirarms, and that some women do
nOI shave it.
If you creale too much tension in people Ihey turn off, and discount what you may
have to say. That is why someone like Hitchcock used humor, 10 r.elieve jusl enough
lension to keep you with him and what he was trying 10 say. Director Towne's attempts
during lhe first half hour to relieve the squirming audience,don'l work very well. His
humor is cliched and not very funny, and, consequently, the €ilmseems awfully serious,
almost tedious, with nothing 10 offset the natural toughness that is fostered by
competition and Ihe constanl pushing of personal limits.
II isn't until Hemingway'~ male lover pops into the film with his natural humor (and
~"'I!!~I'.!J~mosl of ,the punch tines) Ihat a healthy levity begins 10 pervade the scene (bringing usr uncomfortably close toanother stereotype regarding the, heterosexual as savior 10 the
unfulfilled gay pcrson).
Personal Best is a good film: my criticisms can be attributed mostly to nilpicking. It
is a brave step that someone is willing to address homosexuality as somelhing other
Ihanperversion; it could have been done bener, yes, but ~t did break Ihe ice. Besides,
the hal INeather is upon us, and wilh it',rhe theat~rs become morgues.-filJed with filllls.
Ilhat hav~bttn ihere seemingly forever, or films that end in Boise because no one else
will have them. Let's hope for a couple of exceptions 10 that; a filling way 10 end Ihe
year's reviews, so long.
A Channel 4 educational television
production written by two Boise school
teachers' has been selected for national
distribution. "Rainbow Road," a 4-part
series produced by KAID to aid parents in
motivating and preparing their children to
read, will be offered' to classrooms and
public television stations throughout the
nation by the Great Plains National
Instructional Television Library in Lincoln,
Nebraska.
Great Plains National (GPN) isone of
the nation's major sources of videotaped
lessons, placing instructional programs not
only throughout the United States, but also
in Canada and other parts of the world.
Twila Liggett, Assistant Director for
Acquisitions at GPN, announced that
selection of "Rainbow Road" was based
on both the content and. on ·the impressive
production quality of the KAID series,
which she anticipates ·will see heavy usage
by educators and patent groups.
The programs, which aired on all three
public television stations in .Idaho last
winter, were conceived and scripted by Lois
McLean and Gladys Talbott, both reading
specialists in the Boise school district.
"'We're really pleased that Idaho's
expertise is being recognized at the national
level," McLean commented. "We've had
quite a few requests for the program from
colleagues in other states, which is
gratifying because many local people put a
lot of hard work and talent into 'Rainbow
Road.' "
Idaho parents, c1iildren, teachers and
child development specialists serve as actors
in the series, which was funded in part by a
grant from the Association for the
Humanities in Idaho~
Personal Bt!st is a 'difficult sort of m.m to review. his about spons, yes, it's about
personal growth andexcelJenee, 100. his a fiI.m about romance and about struggles;
,physical and emNional, It's also aboul homoSeXuality. which. immediately places ill!,
Ihe political arcna. II can be debated lhal film does not belong In Ihat arena. bUI.lhere II
is ... homosexuality. and lesbianism,in particular, which has not been surveyed ,much by
the mainstream cinema; exCept by implication, and th~efore raises Ihe hackles of both
sides or the issue.' The gay community win claim sensationalism in the portrayal; Ihe·
more conservalive among us. oft limes under the gui.sc of religion; will resent being
subjected 10 such drivel, and round and round Ihe world goes.
So along comes your faithful reviewer,· in his last rcvi.ew of Ihe season, caught in the
middle, having 19 address Ihese politics.
Wed, May 12: The Band-"Stagefright."
l'hurs, May 13: Narada Michael
Walden-"Gardell of Love Light."
Fri, May 14: City Boy-"Yourtg Men Gone
West." .
Mon, May 17: Marianne Faithful-"Dangerous
Acquaintances. "
Tues, May 18: Al Green-"Greatest Hits Vol.
1." .
Wed, May 19: Al Green-"Greatest Hits Vol.2." . .. .
.! -•••.. --- ••• ',,-, ,. ..-,,,,,'.:; •
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• Continued from cover
they are now Wall Street lawyers."
"The other thing that happened was an
armchair kind ofprocess ... it was just an
intellectual decision," he continued.
In 1949, after he'd received his master's'
degree from the University of Chicago,
Harrington got a job in New York as a
social worker with the Board of Education.
"I worked with Arkansas sharecropper
children ina slum down by the Mississippi
River. That was the first time' I'd seen
poor people, As a result of that process,
this intellectual conviction a year or two
before became considerably, more' intense
and emotional, Then, finally it all
culminated." After working six months as
a writer-in-training at Life magazine he
decided it was not what' he really wanted to
do.
"I went to a group called the Catholic
Worker, which was and still is located near
Skid Row, New York City," Harrington
said. He served as a managing editor under
Dorothy Day, a Greenwich Village leftist.
According to David Armstrong, in his,
book, A Trumpet to Arms, "the Catholic
Worker promoted pacifism, the dignity of
labor, and the glory of God" and promoted
"nonviolent direct action."
While there, Harrington practiced "what
Catholics call their corporal works of
mercy, which were to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, and visit the prisoner." In
addition to a bread and soup line there were,
50 beds at the Worker and "the staff lived
in the same rooms, wore' the same
hand-me-down clothes and received no
money. Itwas a situation where we lived in
voluntary poverty."
"I did that for two years," Harrington
said. "Out of those three experiences,
obviously, I was on the road (to socialism).
I haven't had a straight job since."
DSOCIN AM/DSA
Michael Harrington helped initiate the
Democratic Socialist Organizing Commit- ,
tee (DSOC) in 1973 and was elected DSOC
national chairman in October, 1973.
"It's avery-inelegant name: Democratic
Socialist Organizing Committee, r, com-
ments Harrington. "The model we actually
picked was in the CIO, the industrial union
organization of the 30s. The Steelworkers
Union before "it became the Steelworkers
Union was called the Steelworkers
Organizing Committee, and that was to
indicate that it was not yet a union, but that
itwas organizing to be a' union."
"When we started DSOC, we meant to
say 'we 'are very weak-owe are 'not yet a
socialist movement or'a socialist organiza-
tion," he related. "We are a handful of
people under extremely difficult circum-
stances that are going to try to make a
socialist organization.' " >
Harrington said that one of the reasons
they succeeded was because "unlike many'
socialist organizations in the past, we did
not have any delusions that we were quickly
to lead the masses."
Harrington said his role in Boise was to
speak and to, bring people together. "Then,
the role of the people of Boise who broadly
agree with DSOC and with what I was
trying to say is to, decide for
themselves-what's the best way to do it
here'?" "We (DSOe) have a lot of people
who are working in community organizing
in various parts of the country ... organizing'
tenents or organizing students, in' some
cases." '
Recently, : DSOC merged with another
socialist organization called the New
American Movement (NAM) whose
membership, Harrington says, is comprised
of the best people of the New Left from the
60s, who were activists'then.tandare now in
their mid to late 30s.
By combining the 5;500-6,000 members
of DSOC with NAM, the DSOC/NAivf
rot ter now boasts 7,000 !llus members.
Their new name is Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA), however they will retain
the DSOCINAM title until the transition is
fully recognized.
: When asked why DSOC'- IS through
the Democratic Party, Ht rrington said,
"We've had an, official, position from day'
one. In general, the, Democratic Party is
where the labor movement is politically, it's
where ,95 percerttof-the Blacks are.it's-
where most of the Hispanics are, it's where
most of the' feminists are, theenvironmen-
talistsareu.the' eo' lett.at we see as ke
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constituencies to building a Socialist
Movement." , ,
"So, it's an 'organizing strategy," he
continued. "Our ,orientation with the
Democratic -Party is not that it's the
superstructurewewant, but it's the base we
want, out of which we can hopefully evolve
structure!' '
"Ithink that we are now getting possibly
enough political weight in this country that
we Gao have some minimal effect on who
the candidate is, but, more importantly,"
Harrington emphasized, "we can have
more of an effect on establishing the way in
which the program is debated that
determines the candidate." I ,,' ,
DSOC strategy in Idaho is materializing
, in the form of Socialists working within the
Democratic' Party, according to .an .article
in the May 1, 1982, issue of the )daho '
Statesman. In it, Jim Holden, president of
the Boise Chapter of the Democratic
Socialists of' America, said, "Current
strategies Include recruiting Ada County
Democratic precinct,' committee-persons
and becoming delegates to the Idaho State
Democratic Convention." Holden contin-
ued to, say that, "third-party efforts
historically have never made it, so',
organizationally we see our only hope to
work within the Democratic Party."
The same article quoted Mark Roby,
outgoing chairman of the Ada County
Democratic Central Committee as saying,
"I find no objection to anybody willing to
put in the effort to help strengthen the
Democratic Party. If in fact there are areas
Continued to page 10 -
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Michael Harrington helped initiate the
Democratic Socialist Organizing Commit-
tee (DSOC) inl973 and was elected DSOC
national chairman in October, 1973.
"It's a very.inelegant name: Democratic'
Socialist Organizing Committee," com-
ments Harrington. "The model we actually
picked was in the CIO, the industrial union
organization of the 30s. The Steelworkers
Union before it became the Steelworkers
Union was called the Steelworkers
Organizing Committee, and that was to
indicate that it was not yet a union, but that
it was organizing to be a: union."
"When we started DSOC, we meant to
say 'we are very weak-owe are not yet a
socialist movement or'a socialist organiza-
tion," he related .. "We area handful of
people under extremely difficult circum-
stances that are going to try to make a
socialist organization,' "
Harrington said that one of the reasons
they succeeded was because "unlike many
socialist organizations in the past, we did
not have any delusions that we were quickly
to lead the masses,"
Harrington said his role in Boise was to
speak and to bring people together. "Then,
the role of the people of Boise who broadly
agree with DSOC and with what I was
trying to say is to. decide for
themselves-what's the best way to' do it
here?" "We (DSOC) have a lot of people
who are working in community organizing
in vatious parts of the country ... organizing
tenents or. organizing students, in- some
cases,"
Recently, DSOe merged with another
socialist organization' called the New
American. Movement (NAM) whose
membership, Harrington says, is comprised
of the best people of the New Left from the
.60s, who were activists then, and are now in
their mid to late 30s.
By combining the 5;500-6,000 members
of DSOe with NAM. the DSOC/NAM
rot ter :now boasts 7,000 !,Ius members.
Their new name is Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA),. however they will retain
the DSOC/NAM title until the transition is .
fully recognized.
When asked why DSOC ", IS through.
the Democratic Party, Hi rrington said,
"We've had an official position from day
one. In general, the Democratic Party is
where thelabormovement is politically, it's
.·2~~:orf~r~:~£~~~~~:~!~;~:~:fl~·.·cQP·E·NS•....· ·J.U·~·.~,t25••·'At.A<T.H··EATR·.E;;N·.EAR/ .••YO.U·.! .
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they arenow Wall Street lawyers,"
"The other thing that happened was an
armchair kind ofprocess ... it was just an
intellectual decision," he continued.
In 1949, after he'd received his master's'
degree from the University of Chicago,
Harrington got a job in New York as a
social worker with the Board of Education.
"I worked with Arkansas 'sharecropper
children in a slum down by the Mississippi
River. That was the first time· I'd seen
poor people. As a result of that process,
this intellectual conviction a year or two
before became considerably more intense
and emotional. Then, finally it all
culminated," After working six months as
a writer-in-training .at Life magazine he
decided it was not what he really wanted to
do.
"I went to a group called the Catholic
Worker, which was and still is located near
Skid Row, New York City," Harrington
said. He served as a managing editor under-
Dorothy Day, a Greenwich Village leftist.
According to David Armstrong, in his
book, A Trumpet to Arms, "the Catholic
Worker promoted pacifism, the dignity of
labor, and the glory of God" and promoted
"'nonviolent direct action,"
While there, Harrington practiced "what
Catholics· call theircorppral .works of
mercy, which were to feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, and visit the prisoner." In
addition to a bread and soup line there were ..
50 beds at the Worker and "the staff lived
in the same rooms, wore the same
hand-me-down clothes and received no
money. It was a situation where we lived in
voluntary poverty."
"I did that for two years," Harrington
said. "Out' of those three experiences,
obviously, I was on the' road (to socialism).
I haven't had a straight job since."
DSOC1NAM IDSA
. '.' "., ..
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constituencies to building a Socialist'
Movement," .
"So, it's an 'organizing strategy," he
continued. "Our orientation with the
Democratic -Party is not that it's the
superstructure we want, but it's the base we
want, out of which we can hopefully evolve
structure!' . .
"Lthink that we arenow getting possibly
enough political weight in this country that
wecanhave.some.minimal effect on who
the candidate is, but, more importantly,"
Harrington emphasized, "we can have
more of an effect on establishing the way in
which the program . is delfated that'
determines the candidate." I
DSOC strategy in Idaho is materializing
in the form of Socialists working within the
Democratic Party, according to an .article
iii the May I, 1982, issue of the Idaho'
Statesman. In it, Jim Holden, president of
the Boise Chapter of the Democratic
Socialists of America, said, "Current
strategies include recruiting Ada County
Democratic precinct committee-persons
and becoming delegates to the Idaho State
Democratic Convention," Holden contin-
ued to say that, "third-party efforts'
historically have never made it, so '.
organizationally we see our only hope to
work within the Democratic Party,"
The same article quoted Mark Roby,
outgoing chairman of the Ada County
Democratic Central, Committee as saying,
"I find no objection to anybody willing to
put in the effort to help strengthen the.
Democratic Party. If in fact there are areas
Continued to page 10 •
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volume and in this new environment a rate and to corporations at a high rate, and
recession has the exact opposite .conse- that we do something about the Federal
quences to the one it had in the old . Reserve Bank which, Harrington says,is
environment." "controJled by right-wing bankers;" He
Conglomerates are another "peculiar C also advocates a change in foreign policy,
phenomenon", Harrington said, that along 'which now guarantees "that things go
with monopolies and "sectors of society badly."
that are particularly irrational" have In conclusion, Harrington said that he.
contributed to the radical crisis. He "refers to Reagan as the Disney-World
referred to the sorry plight of medical costs president of the United States ... Disney
in America as an example of an World is first of all an .amusement
irrationality. . . park .. .secondly, it is an interesting .
"Reagan is right," Harrington said, "we amusement park--you buy into the
are in a radical. situation." Reagan's American .:Dream. Disney World is a
response to it, he says, has taken the form mass-produced small town and you pay
of tax cuts, which take from the working money to pretend that you are' back in the
class and give, to the rich; cuts in social 19th century. You stand in line to imagine
programs, which are affecting the working that you're in a society of leisure, where
poor, not the welfare poor; arms proposals there's no rat race."
which are economically injurious; and "Thirdly," he continued, "it's a
monetarism. technological marvel."
Harrington's alternatives include full' "But finally, this is the real win With
employment, which he says we have to plan . Reagan, it is a-monopoly ... Disney World
for by expanding the public sector, and by is, I think, the Reagan future in this sense:
creating new industries; like the railroad we will get an increasingly technological,
industry. He advocates rewarding corpora- controlled, corporated dominated, police
tions monetarily if "they create something dominated society which claims to be a late
we need", but require that they give two 18th early 19th century free enterprise idol.
years advance notice of plant closings. I think that is the fundamental fraud that is
Additionally, to finance it, .he suggests being' perpetrated on the American
that the rich be taken off welfare, that we people."
allocate credit to working families at a low "I think the alternative to that fraud,"
Harringtonsaid,"isnotan attempt to go
back to the idol.cf'thelate 18th 'and 19th
.century, Itneverexisted- The alternative to
this. fraudulent enterprise, which is really
corporate collectivism, is', 1 believe, a
democratic collectivism." ,
"The fundemental alternative has to be a
democratization of. economic and social
power, a democritization of corporate
power, and application of an old Amencan
principle: government of, by, and for the
people ... which we affirmed long ago in our
politics; .
"And to face up to this crisis," he added,
"we haveto'affirm it in our economics, in
our social structure, and 1 think that is the
road out of our worst crisis."
The Other America
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where our goals are the same as those of the
Democratic Socialists of America, my
personal feeling is that 1 would welcome
their assistance;"
Also.commenting in the article was State
Republican Party Chairman Dennis' Olsen
who said, "there is nothing wrong with
'groups with a narrow political philosophy'
trying to use the political muscle of one of
the existing two major parties. He said that
is 'typical of the Ainerican system.' "
Decade of Decision
"Let me start in a somewhat unusual way
with two words of kindness and one word
of sympathy for Ronald Reagan."
So began Michael Harrington. on the
evening of March 4 in the BSU SUB
Ballroom to a room packed with receptive
listeners. Sponsored by BSU's Organiza-
tion of Student Social Workers (OSSW) ,
Harrington addressed "The. Decade of.
Decision: Social Priorities for the 1980s."
"Number one, Ronald Reagan is a
radical, and so am I,and 1 therefore
appreciate him. He understands ... in many
ways as Jimmy Carter did not, that the
American economy and society are facing a
challenge more profound than anything
that we have confronted for 50 years ... "
"Secondly," Harrington continued,
"Ronald Reagan is a man of principle. 1 am
not being facetious. Here is a man who ran
for president ona program and is actually
putting that program into practice as
president. That's refreshing, we haven't
seen that for a long, long time. Here we
have a politician actually acting on the
program that he ran on."
"The word of sympathy after those two
words of kindness is... he is now being
Thatcherized, he is now being' Jimmy
Carterized, that is to say, reality is resisting
the Adam Smith incantation ... and that is
why the most conservative American
president in the 20th century is now about
to preside over the highest budget deficits in
the 20th century."
"Understanding that process, not simply
to deride Reagan', but to understand him, 1
think is very important."
"The nature of the radical crisis which
confronts American society," "Reagan's·
response to that crisis," and his "own
alternative" were the topics of Harring-
ton's reform program that he enlarged
upon.
Describing the evolution of the radical
crisis Harrington referred to a period of
boom in the United States and throughout
the western Capitalist world that lasted
from 1945 to 1970. He explained that
during that period, "especially during the
Kennedy-Johnson years an illusion devel-
oped, and the illusion was that we could
have our cake and eat it. .. social problems
could be solved with no inconvenience to
anyone. "
He continued to say that the theory was
that "we would have ever-increasing
growth with stable prices and that. ..would
allow us to be decent to the poor, and to the
minorities without having to change."
"1970," he stated, "that dream began to
unraveL.because a new economic phe-
nomena surfaced ... " called stagflation.
Harrington defined it as a period of
simultaneous high unemployment and high
inflation and said that now we are in the
radical crisis.
At the'. same time, he continued,
America's relative position in the world
shifted .• With the beginning of 1970 we
became less dominant in areas like steel,
automobiles. Harrington attributes part of
that to American corporations which, he
says have used profits to pay high dividends
. and to invest in other industries, instead of
revamping their plants and equipment,
investing in their work force, and making
their operations environmentally safe. .
After .' describing two conservative
. theories about why this took place,
Harrington explained why he thought it
happened.
"I suggest to you that ... the crisis of the
economy is the cause of the deficits ... My
thesis is that it is a qualitative structural
increase in corporate domination of the
American economy that has rendered the.
traditional liberal wisdom obsolete."
"The market became much less free," I
Harrington stated, "corporllte concentra-
tion grew, corporate price-flxing grew."
,'~Npw,corporations,jf they can, .raise
prices to maintain profit on decreased
To The Future
Socialist, scholar, theoretician, orga-
nizer. Michael Harrington, a progressive
thinker and provocative writer, forces the
issue of radicalism, confronts reality, the
norm, the social order as we know it.
Devoted to improving the quality of life
with grave conviction he moves toward the
future with innovative ideas and the
courage to implement change.
At the 'university the challenge of the
debate goes on ...
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• 1981 Pundl PuIib. Lid.
"Well; what about here? Looks as good a spot as any."
The Real.Puzzlem·
Back By Popular Demand'-~--'I
"Came horne this morning, found my belt gal
m-ln' roun'. Took out that twelve-gauge 1tlotgOO.
and done blown that WOIMI'I doWn."
Take Your Time
by DOI\ Rubin
Each of the clues at the bot- .
tom corresponds to a different
time (and a specific pair of
hands)onthe watch at the
right.
Clue No.1, The Devil at -,
refers to "The Devil at 4
o'clock" (a movie starring
Spencer Tracy and Frank
Sinatra), which corresponds to
the little hand on the 4 and
one of the big hands at 12.
Using the information pro-
vided (and the process of
elimination), try to figure out
the rest.
The Real Puzz1
Test Patterns
Here are the Test Patterns,
left to right.
Top row: 9, 11, 13, 5
Second row: 7,1, 8, 20
Third row: 16, 12,17, 10
Fourthrow: 2, 3, 4, 18
Bottom row: 15, 19, 6 and 14.
American DashfJoard (simu-
lated woodgrain) and City
View (a brick wall) are the
toughest of the patterns to
identify. Wallpaper Whacko
speaks for itself. , .
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Are there just too many video' games invading your space? Is the transformation of your
friends into cybernetic players and TV androids putting a tempest in your teapot'! Hey ...
take off your pack, man; Pull the plug with some Mountain Fresh Rainier. Leave all those
electronic blips and bleeps to the, defenders and donkey conquerors - just seek out your own
asteroid and put some R's in your mug •.'
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